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I
In April 1689, Aphra Behn, who wrote prolifically as the first
professional woman playwright for the Restoration stages, was buried
at the Poe'ts'Corner in Westminster Abbey. Through exposlng female
sexuality and utilizing sexual images, Behn came to be regarded
as a talented author who revolutionalised the theatrica一 world; as
Susan Staves observes her "success as a commercial playwright -
. challenged the male hegemony over public pe允)rmance and over
writing for publication" (61)･ However, she was severely criticised
and often satirically compared to a prostitute by her contemporary
dramatists such as William Wycherley.1 Several years aHer her death,
Behn's name and works boomed in the 1695/96 theatrical season. Her
prose work Oroonoko, dramatized by Thomas Southerne, gained great
popularity.2 and her last play The Younger Brother was acted around
February 1696, probably due to the notably successful performance of
Omonoko (Aphra Behn, Vol.7, 357-58)･
Around the same time, as if stimulated by her revival or aimlng tO
inherit her mantle, four female "playwrights" entered the theatre with
attempts to relate themselves somehow to Behn openly･3 `Ariadne
(a young lady)," an unidentified author, claims to be a successor of"the incomparable Mrs Behnn in the preface of She Ventures and
He Wins. performed in September 1695 (Ariadne 105)･ Catharine
Hotter's mst play, Agnes de Castro, acted in December 1695, was an
adaptation 柵om a French fiction translated by Behn under the same
title. Delarivier Manley's first play, The Lost Lover, probably acted
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in March 1696, was dennitely inHuenced by Behn's greatest hit, me
Rover (1677) in its characterization and framing of the plot. Mary Pix,
who "would have seen production of Behn'S plays and may have known
Behn herself" (Kendal1 31), calls herself "Defenceless Foe" in the
epilogue of her nrst play, Ibmhim, probably acted in June 1696, which
indicates her intentional emphasis on the weakness of female pen as
Behn did before.4　Their direct or indirect references to Behn were
followed by their mutual references in their dramatic texts published
soon aHer their pe嵐)rmances.5 By mutually~mentionlng their creative
activities, for example "Like Sappho Charming, like Afra Eloquent, /
Like Chast Orinda, sweetly lnnoc･ent," they try to advance the claim
that the women's plays were worthy of "Everlasting Praise''(Manley,
The Royal Mischief. 51-52). In their references to Sappho. Aphra Behn
and Orinda (that is, Katherine Philips), we could see their intention to
establish a brand image of female writers with "Aphra Behn" at the
centre and place their works into that lineage･
Recent literary critics have generally analyzed these women writers
in relation to the works of Behn. Susan Staves polntS Out …Pix's
dramatic Career owed much to the examp一e of Behn's success, and
her tragedies continued to feature lurid assaults on female virtue"
(117).6　For Trotter "hedonism and libertinism usually led to female
su鴫ring''as Behn's work had shown, while ``Manley most obviously
followed Behn... in wrltlng POlitical notion" and "in her construction
of a narrative authority based on a woman'S knowledge, especially
knowledge of love" (Susan Staves 92; 129)I These three women,
often called "the Female Wits" due to the name of the satirical play,7
seemlngly debuted as dramatists, but they actually began their literary
creations before as authors of epistolary novels.8 While literary critics
have comparatively discussed their dramatic texts, their nrst eplStOlary
novels have been paid little attention･9　However, to reconsider how
they develop female representations concernmg female sexuality･
it would be useful to examine their first published novels. In this
paper, the Female Wits will be reconsidered not as a group of female
dramatists, but as writers who make use of or produce variations Hom
Behn's representations of female sexuality･ First, the characteristics of
eplSt01ary novels in the Restoration period will be investlgated to make
clear why they chose this genre for their鉦st attempts to be writers･
Then, the different ways they utilize the form and contents or the
epIStOlary novel will be analyzed, by which similarities and differences
among these women writers will be clarined, who intentionally related
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themselves to Aphra Behn-a woman playwright called a prostitute-
and who were ironically called "the Female Wits:'but no longer called
prostitutes.
II
Epistolary novels became popular in England from the 一ate
seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century, especial一y because "the
letter's openness and flexibility, and ･ - its indeterminate position
between public and prlVate SPheres" were very favourable ''for women
writers" (Glare Blant 296). In order to inquire about the situation of
the epistolary novel as a literary genre when the Female Wits published
their works･ the publisher's words in Letters of Love and Gallantry
will be infbrmatlVe.iO This collection of "letters" was published by
Samuel Briscoe in 1693, claimlng "All Written by Ladies," though
many women's letters are considered to have been probably written by
male authors in reality (Glare Blant 286; Lorュ Humphrey Newcomb
283-84): Whether it was written by women or men, we could see
the publisher thought it important for selling to make an assertion
that letters were written by women･ In the fbllowlng message from
Briscoe to the reader in the命rst volume, we could understand how this
businessman paid attention to the marketable value of women's letters
in the publishing world:
The Report of my going to Print the Adventures of Olinda･
written by her se一f, in some Letters to a Friend, having Rais'd an
Emulation in some other Ladies, several others were sent me by
the Penny Post in unknown Hands‥　I Resolved to Print 'em
in another Volume not doubting in the least but the Ladies Letters
will meet with a very favourable ReceptlOn, Since Letters are so
much in Vogue. (Trotter, The Adventure ofa Young Lady, "To the
Reader'')
Though we cannot judge whether Olinda is an actual woman or a
fictional figure, it was certain that …women's letters"-written or
ねbricated by women (or men)-Were so fashionable as motivating
female (or male) readers into writing them. As the form of epistolary
novel can naturally or intentionally obscure the boundary between
reality and fictionality, the publisher's affirmation that these letters
are real could make readers assume that female letters can be widely
distributed in publishing circles and that (supposed to be) women'S
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interest or concerns can be accepted favourably or understood
sympathetically when disclosed in letters･
Stimulating readers'curiosities about women's interest or desire
was regarded as a highly effective approach available for publishers
or booksellers in the 1690S.ll It might be doubtful to take into
account this "ねvourable… receptlOn literally, but, from this publisher'S
statement, We could suppose that the works of letters in women's
hands, or women's eplStOlary novels could galれ COnSiderable popularity,
favourable or unfavourable, at the end of the, century. Briscoe's claim
that …women's letters" are in fashion was clearly confirmed, as the
second volume of Letters of Love and Gallantry was published next
year. In these "letters," popular toplCS Were not Only passionate love
stories but also such conflictlng OppOSitions as reason versus love,
which we can see in its subtitles such as負a dialogue between love and
reason," or "other passionate letters, that passed betwixt both sexes,
in town and country." Among these topics, We Will examine woman's
inner conHicts, especially between passionate love and rational thought,
in order to clarify their mnctions in epistolary novels quite popular in
the late seventeenth century.
This vogue of letters purported to be written by women was
triggered by Letters of a Portuguese Nun (Leg Lettres portugaises)
(1669), which was published in France and translated into several
languages･ In England, Roger LEstrange translated it as Five Love-
Lettersfrom a Nun to a Cavalier in 1678.12 Five letters from a nun to a
cavalier are designed to be read as written by a "real… nun in Portugal
whose lover, a French omcer, forsook her in his return to France. The
supposed author's complaints about her lover's dismissiveness and
emotional entanglements are revealed in a monologue that "introduced
a new language to amatory nction''(Ballaster 63). Through examining
this amorous eplStOlary fiction, we can see what makes ``women's
letters" So popular or why the Portuguese nun becomes one of the
"patterns of feminine desire" in the following women's writing (Glare
Blant 287).
The female narrator of Five Love-Letters presents herself as a
woman distressed by her ardent love and extreme passion to the
cavalier, but he has no cause for being distressed, since their physical
separation does not evoke passion in him: "the Passion, which on my
side, took up all the faculties of my soul, and Body, was only excited
on your part by some loose Pleasures, and that they were to live and
die together" ([26), 20). Contrary to the male addressee. the female
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narrator reveals that "phancies" of her love enhances the passion for
him in a distance and, as a result, her mind and body are so severly
at odds that makes her ill. Tb make matters worse, her dysfunctional
condition or disease will be deteriorated by her willingly regarding the
=Remedy''-to stop loving him-as ``worse then[sic] the disease" ([28],
22). "[P]hancies" Or nctional power might make her run into such a
dead end with no escape that the woman comes to write at last "only to
divert, and entertain lher] self" ([86], 81, gig. E5-[87], 82). The female
narrator discloses that she is so much ruled 6y the power of魚ction that
she still stays in her amorous suffering, though she no longer needs
her lover. In other words, she emOyS narCissistically her distressful or
pitiable condition, where she can be devoted to her romantic thoughts
all alone in wrltlng about her sufferings, and where her romantic
imaglnation reinforces her "traglCかworld strongly enough to enable her
to be immersed in. In the last letter, the narrator reviews and explains
her unreasonable conduct incited by her unbridled passion:
I have Lov'd you to the very Loss of my Reason- - Alas I was
young, and Credulous: Cloyster'd up from a Child; and only
Wonted to a rude, and disagreeable sort of People. I never knew
what belong'd to me Words, and Flatteries, ti一l (most unlbHunately)
I came acquainted with you: And all the Cha-es, and Beauties you
so often told me of, I only look'd upon as the Obliging Mistakes of
your Civility, and Bounty･ ([118], 113-[120], 115)
The ground that the reason was overwhelmed by the fiction can be
attributed to her Ignorance, that is, her lack of knowledge about the
world, Since the woman was brought up and educated in the convent
that usually keeps a girl aseptlC and clean by protectlng her from
worldly temptations by "允oe Words, and Flatteries''or白Charmes, and
Beauties."13　However, it ironically makes the nun a defenceless or
careless woman easily charmed by a handsome o飾cer's allurlng WOrds･
Then, the convent will casually turn into a place of love and sexual
pleasure, Or a place like a sickroom where a woman dysfunctions
due to her (fictional) passion. Paradoxically, it is not until the nun
has experienced the worldly love, its sexual pleasure and distress that
she recovers from her diseased condition governed by notion, not by
love. The development of the narrator's writlng about her distress
shows that she knows sensual delight and could no longer emOy lt With
her cavalier, by which woman's fancies made her fall to the disease･
Nevertheless, the woman is nnally represented as emOylng tO devote
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herself to amorous (to be precise, licentious) thought, which indicates
her coital experience (and knowledge as its result) can satisfy her
sexual desire aroused in her mind. The nun's course of her distressed
condition exposes that the female body and mind are sexualised in the
end by her knowledge of passionate love and notional pleasure･
A clearer or more sexual implication is glVen in such a comment
as負a man should rather fix upon a Mistress in a Convent than any
where else,''since women are prevented from "a thousand fooleries,
and Amusements" in the world and "perp,etually Intent upon their
Passion''([105], 100). Now that the convent exposes its function as
best nt for woman's pursuit of love or sexual desires, We can no longer
oppose ideas of the sacred to the worldly or (sexual) innocence to
experience, but we can see that they coexist everywhere and that these
confusions are easily promoted by her魚ncies in this novel･ Rather,
due to its cor甫nement, the convent becomes a more sexualised place
beyond social control, which emerges as the space popularly staged
in Restoration comedies, like a closet.14　Since the last letter of a nun
is concl同ed as "Now do I begin to Phansie that I shal一 not write to
you again 宙o† all This; for what Neceslty is there that I must be telling
of you at every turn how my Pulse beats?" ([121], 116-[122], 117),
a woman narrator suggests that she will be engaged in a fictional
impulse, which will immerse the female body and mind in sexualised
practice, as her erotic image is emphasized by her pulse beats･
In the popular theme of eplStOlary novels, that is言n the conflict
between the reason and the passion of a woman, Five Love-Letters
represents how the female passion is enhanced by fictions to a
dangerous level, leading a woman narrator to perform sexual behaviour,
which presents the possibilities to threaten social rules in the male-
dominant society･ Nevertheless, the novel does not emphasize the
importance of reason, but ends in indicating the power of fiction and
its bond with female sexuality･ A dangerous possibility of sexuality ln
women has not been encouraged to be exposed, much less presented in
the form of a woman with sexual obsession. Such a new representation
of female sexuality may be one of the reasons for its great popularity
in the age of the Restoration comedies, which Roger LBstrange, as a




Based on the above-mentioned features of the epIStOlary novel by
a female narrator, Mary Pix's The Inhumane Cardinal, or, Innocence
Betray'd. A Novel will be first closely examined言n which letters
mnction as an important element to represent power of魚ncy and its
relation to woman's passion and sexuality. This text was published in
1696 and "[a]fter the publication of this novel, Pix turned to writing
for the stage" (Hughes, Eighteenth-Century Women Playwrights,
xi), starting by lbrahim in the same year･`j Two evil characters play
central roles in the plots: "the inhumane C:ardinal" who falls in love
with innocent Melora, and a villainess who, Jealous of Melora's
charms attractlng him, makes her believe theね1se story that he is a
usurped prince, in order to sacrifice her sexual virtue for his lustful
desire. A web of lies-fictions intermingled with historically real
stories-readily succeed in tricking the innocent girl and Melora'S "Eye
of Fancy''leads her to imagine "her self seated in a Palace, attended
by persons, born above her" ([88], 81, sig･ E5)･ We could see that the
power of fiction, by which female passion is produced and enhanced･
is abused by the storyteller (villainess) who fabricates the duplicitous
story for ･the purpose of deceiving Its young and innocent reader
(Melora). Like a diseased nun in Five Love-Letters, who is captured
by various fancies and imaglnary Passion as a result, Melora yields
to her romantic impulse without rational consideration or practical
judgement of the story. Melora carelessly accepts "the prince" (the
wicked cardinal) and becomes pregnant, as a result of her sexualisation
driven by her passion that has been produced by nctions･16 In contrast
to the nun whose passion is intensined by fancies of her own, Melora's
passion is moved by the others'nctions･ Through describing (female)
fictions have an influence on the others and others'sexuality, Pix's
novel indicates the greater power of缶ction than Five Love-Letters･
This notion of缶ctions'power is qulte Similar to the social anxiety
about female readers being harmfully affected by romances or love
stories:17 a naive woman easily counts on some dreamy story described
in writlngS, and, then, should carry out silly deeds that could exclude
her Hom male-dominant society or even endanger her l虚as Melora
ends in death･ Social anxiety about woman's reading is shown as
a specific embodiment in Melora, as she reads the false story, by
which she魚lls into the丘ctional vision that makes her write about her
passion on her body and table-book･ Impregnated Melora-the body
sexually written-was poISOned by the villainess and theねlse prlnCe
(Melora's lover), because they fear that their despicable pursuit of
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pleasure at the expense of a young Innocent WOman might be brought
to light･ In addition, her passion that takes her life costs the life of
a male character who feels "gentle Compassion, increas'd by Love"
([215], 208)･ His compassion is enhanced by seeing her slumbering
with tears on her Eair cheeks and secretly reading the lines she has just
written in her table-book about her internalised passion, which leads
him to try to rescue her but in vain, and he is sent to the Galleys by his
inhuman master and tormented to death. Melora's tears and letters are
surreptltlOuSly gazed at and read by the ma,A, by which the woman's
sexualised body and mind o鴨r some (com)passion to the eyes of the
male (reader) who looks at what he usually cannot touch. Fictional
force is thus represented as so powerful that it creates and incites
passion which finally makes a woman sexualised and a man, who
touches that female passion, sympathetic.
While Pix's heroine's tragedy shows the danger of female passion
fashioned or enhanced by others'fabricated notions, another possibility
of passion that is shown is that it raises compassion among others. In
the last part of this novel, a warnlng tO the ladies is added:
And as her Misfortunes must raise Compassion in the tender
Bosoms of the Young and Fair; So they may stand a lasting
Caution to beware the Insinuations of the designing part Of
your own Sex; who having themselves lost that inestimable and
never to be recover'd Jewel. Reputatt'()n: endeavour to destroy
Bloomlng Innocence‥ . Melora cannot Justly be taxed with
any Miscamage, but venturlng tO Act weighty things, without her
Father's Knowledge. ([243], 236)
Melora'S "venturing to Act weighty things, without her Father's
Knowledge," is indicated as a warnlng for young women readers that
they should not put into practice carelessly what they desire or wish but
instead follow their patriarchal guardians. The heroine's tragedy seems
impressed here as a female weakness in their reasonable judgement
or their vulnerability toねncies or passions, which leads to the idea
of their being weaker vessels and supportive idea of patriarchal or
male authority. However, the warnlng that female passion ought to be
restrained or guided by the male tutor shows disparlty ln this novel:
male passion is also represented as the ruin of the male characters.
Due to their passions, most of the main characters of both sexes
are finally ruined or punished, including the cardinal spurred by
his amorous passion, and his man driven by his compassion. The
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distinction between passion and reason is not simply shown as those
based on sexual specificity. Considering the power of hction, female
kind sympathy as "Compassion in the tender Bosoms of the Young
and Fair''is ironically considered to suggest that they could be likely
to fall into the danger of Melora'S. As that compassion for female
passionate sufferings that a male character feels causes his death, it
is highly possible that Melora'S "Misfbrtune''cannot be a warnlng tO
women readers, but a cause of their ruins. Pix's novel, in fact, suggests
that women can be sexually fallen due to/not only their passion but
also their compassion, and that the very cause of such effect is hction's
pOWer･
Womanly passion driven by the fiction is described as dangerous
for women on the one hand, but it serves to incite emotional reactions
or interest of those who read or watch it on the other hand, as female
sufferings became popular on the stage of she-tragedies at the end
of the seventeenth century. As Pixes warnlng Statement Shows her
con魚dence in the women readers'Compassion, passion is an important
element･in her production of the novel, and of her dramas as well.18
Pix's Inhuman Cardinal dennitely presents the features that populate
eplStOlary novels in the Restoration period: the female narrator is
represented whose body and mind are sexualised due to its passion
being fermented by Hctions. A warnlng tO WOmen readers is attributed
as a reason of presentlng Such a female passion, which seems to
emphasize that this novel has not been written for displaymg woman's
sensual image, but woman's sexualised body and mind is e的ctively
shown in this novel. By introducing the idea of compassion, the novel
seemlngly weakens sexual distinctiveness but discloses the greater risk
of passion.
III
Pix's novella indeed possesses eplStOlary novel's characteristic
representations of female passion and丘ctional power related to female
sexuality, but a new element of passion is introduced as (womanly)
Compassion, which is so inHuential as to insplre Others'passion･ Then,
in order to examine different descrlPt10nS Of female passion, let us
consider Catharine Trotter's eplStOlary novel that describes passion-
reason conHicts in women. Trotter-a highly educated woman on the
fringe of high society-was the鉦st among the Female Wits to publish
her novella The Adventures ofa Young Lady (later retitled as Olinda'S
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Adventures). This epistolary novel was published anonymously in
1693 when Trotter was so young (probably only fourteen years old) for
such "an astonishingly mature work. ‥ in its restraint and poignancy…
(Jacqueline Pearson 181). 01inda's letters are not love letters but those
about her "amorous adventures" to Cleander, in which she writes
meanness or stupidity of men who court her =in a satirical manner,
usually at the expense of the male suitors''(Anne Kelley 54).
The Adventure ofa Young Lady was included in Letters of Love and
Gallantry, of which the publisher asserts the, reality or Olinda and her
letters in his message "Tb the Reader:'as we have seen in the previous
section. Letters of Love and Gallantry has an embedded structure in
which the male character of The Adventure ofa Young Lady, Cleander,
as well as the real publisher, asserts the reality of the female narrator,
01inda. Cleander appears to be a receiver-the first reader-of her
letters, and delivers a 氏)llowlng message tO the reader as a "real"
correspondent:
When I received Olinda's Letters, I thought 'em very agreeable, and
being ofa Humour to love to Communicate evely thing that pleases
me, Ihave sent 'em unto the world, to try lfthey clan meet with many
ofthe same Zlast. You have 'em as they wel･e sent me without any
Alteration but the Names.. . When Lettel･S are SO much in Vogue,
sure the Ladies can 'tfail of being acc･eptable.... ("Cleander to the
Reader'')
This testimony of the character functions to support the publisher's
affirmation of the authenticlty Of Olinda and her letters in order to
increase sales. What is more, real and fictional persons in a nested
structure use the same words as "Letters are so much in Vogue''("Tb
the Reader''; "Cleander to the Reader''), which makes Cleander and his
message sound more actual and the publisher's words more convinclng.
These male figures mutually, and on a confused real-fictional level,
guarantee that letters are actually written by a real woman and that
the woman's act of writlng Can be acceptedねvourably. Cleander's
positive assessment on Olinda's letters is presented so that it feeds his
desire (in accord with publisher'S) to bring these splendid epistles to
the public eyes and share his pleasure with those who have good tastes
in the world･ As the reliability of characters becomes higher, his words
become more dependable, as a result, Such a male judgement more
Ingeniously Incites readers'pride as endorslng their excellent taste in a
choice of reading.
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As we have seen in the previous section, by mlngling reality and
fiction, fictional power is enhanced so enormously that itねbricates
lies to deceive others, or cause and affect others'passions. In this
eplStOlary novel, as reality and fiction mlngle in the structural level,
so the power of斤ction increases in its plot: letters are used to incite
(female) passions. Olinda writes to one of her suitors to unmask his
inconstancy "a Letter (disguising [her] Hand)… that tells a lady-a
character Olinda invents-is passionately in love with him. He is
readily duped by her Fabrication, which is a/''good sport" to her in that
she could easily use such a fictional power as swaying Other people
to her satis魚ction (30-31). She does not only trick others, but herself
is tricked by the false letter fabricated by her another suitor in order
to change her love from the man named Cloridon whom he thinks
she loves secretly. About this letter in a letter (mentioned in Olinda's
letter), she writes that her suitor "show'd me a Letter from Flanders,
wherein it was told him, that Cloridon (to the great Wonder of all
there) had a young Lady disguis'd in Men's Cloaths with him all the
Campagne" (65).19 By this false letter, its reader, Olida, feeling uneasy
and disturbed, recounts that she is convinced of her love for Cloridon.
The deceitml亀ction mnctions as a tool for deceivlng Others and for
incitlng their passions, as in Pix's novel. However, 01inda's passion,
dissimilar to a Portuguese nun's or Pix's Melora'S, is described
dispassionate一y:
l chang'd Colour two or three times... and I forc'd my selfto
talk of things indi紀rent. As soon as I was alone, I examin'd my
selfupon the matter. Why should this trouble me‥ . In魚ne, I
discover'd, that what I had call'd Esteem and Gratitude was Love;
and I was as much asham'd of the Discovery, as if it had been
known to all the World. (65-66)
Such a cool and analytlCal descrlptlOn Can be attributed to the
narratologlCal structure of this novel and the idea represented by
the female narrator in the letters. First, Trotter'S settlng is different
from a conventional form of the epIStOlary novel in which letters are
exchanged between 一overs or these concemed as in Five Love-Letters.
By wrltlng ln retrospect tO the third person, not Olinda's direct passion
but her objective analysis Of love is depicted dispassionately. Secondly,
in this novel the passion is not so connected with female sexuality
that Olinda is glVen the exceptlOnal capacity for reason, which seems
to challenge the popular theme of the eplStOlary novel, that is, "the
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seduction and ruin of a young Innocent WOman by a worldly older
man" and "uncontrollable or illicit love''(Anne Kelley 54). 011nda is
put into the similar situation of this conventional settlng that a young
woman is in love with the older man, who has honourable status and a
wife. But, Without suffering from this dimcult situation of love, she is
mmly determined not to pursue her love, nor accept Cloridon's love,
but earnestly regards his friendship for her as of great importance.
Then, the female passion, which leads to distress in the cases of the
nun and Melora, is represented dispassidnately or reasonably by
the desexualisation of female passion. Through the dissociation of
sexuality and love, this novel offers the possibility of dispassionate love
in an inner feeling of a woman･
Contrary to the nun wavering between passion and reason, or
Melora blindly fbllowlng her passion, little slgnS Of emaciated body or
malmnctioned mind caused by her intemalised passion is represented
in this novel She could be said to be "a young Lady disguis'd in
Men's Cloaths" as many of Behn's heroines do for their love pursuit
as in The Dutch Lover (1673), The Town-Fopp (1676), or The Rovers
(1677; 1681). But what is emphasized in this novel is how strictly the
heroine controls her emotions and reasonably she makes a choice of
her conduct･ Though asserting that she will never meet Cloridon, who
earnestly begs for her love, Olinda does not reject COmmunicatlng With
him in letter writlng:
lWlhat happiness will it be for us, to see our selves the instruments
of all the Mens becoming Good, and all the Women Wise? a more
extraordinary Reformation than Luthers･) Let our Friendships
then be so exemplary, that all may emulate, and wish to live like
us; and by endeavouring,命nd that there's a Purer and more Solid
satisfaction one moment with a Friend, than Ages thrown away
upon the Gallantries, which to take up the Hearts, and steal the
Hours of our Youth. (130-31)
Desplte the concluding remarks of a story of a young woman'S
"adventure,''none of the conventional endings could not be found here
such as a happy marrlage, an unhappy death caused by passionate love
or compassionate distress. Instead, the Hiendship between both sexes
is dispassionately declared to make each other ``the instruments''to
be good or wise: passion in this novel is desexualised･ By restrictlng
sexual desire and rejectlng illicit love, the female narrator tries not to
break the bond with him but to make their relationship desexualised.
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As Anne Kelly indicates that "there is a display of female moral nbre
and rationality which is equal, if not superior, to that of the male
character" (73), We can rind here such an amazingly rational female
魚gure that never yields to her passion･ Through questionlng the ties
between passion, fiction'S power and female sexuality which are the
traditional elements in this kind of story, the importance of reason is so
emphasized that dispassionate and desexualised woman are depicted
who would not let her passion be influenced by fictions. Though
Trotter's work does exhibit characteristic ,elements of the epIStOlary
novel as in Pix's novel, her unlque representation of desexualised
passion is shown by its narratologlCal structure and its contents.
Considering that Olinda's lover, Older and man of honourable status,
has trouble in restraining his sexual love to her, a sort of reversal
of gendered roles can be found, which can also be seen in Trotter's
dramatic production of heroines and their lovers (Or husbands).20
However, in splte Of reverslng the gender role, this woman does not
necessarily try to challenge or subvert the male authority but to seek
new relationship between both sexes without sexual passion.
*
While Pix's novel represents that the passion makes a female
character sexualised, and, as a result, causes the ruins of herself and
a male character who feels compassionate to that passion, Trotter's
novel can be read to reject the passion that makes a female character
sexualised. Since Manley also uses the form of epIStOlary novel whose
key words are reality and notion, and (female) passion and sexuality,
let us lastly consider how she presents these elements or shows new
possibilities concernlng these elements. Her first fiction, Letters
Written by Mrs Manley was published in 1696 and assumed to be real
letters, which Manley sent to her Hiend in London while on her travels
to Exeter･21 As in the case of Trotter's work, its reality lS emphasized
by the =receiver" of her letters, who asks her to grant him permission to
publish the letters in the introductory comment "To THE Incomparably
Excellent Mrs. Delarivier Manley" as follows;白Perhaps you may most
justly object, These letters which I ejrPOSe, Were not prOPerfor the
Publick,i the Droppings of your Pen, fatigu'd with Thought and Travel''
([3]). His words reinforce the impression that the letters can be read
as real, exchanged between the authoress and himself, as he seeks her
permission to publish the letters now he has at hand.
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The letters are full of the dramatic anecdotes concerning love,
passion and follies, but the stories are not those of the letter writer's
but these of her companions'in the same coach or inns in her travel･
Though the female narrator implies some possibilities or romantic
involvements between herself and the men she met during her journey,
she never clearly mentions that she takes any sexual actions･ Love
affairs narrated in letters are not the actions put into practice in the
provinces where she travels, but the past stories told by her travel
companions. In a letter written on "Saturda,y Night, /from Salisbury,"
the narrator presents the account of a woman who was in love with a
man of war but was discarded in the end:
He swore an inviolable Love; and wou一d have contracted himself,
if I durst without my Father's Consent‥ i You may conclude,
we agreed upon W証ing. I took my Joumey, and stay'd an Aunt's
House in Exeter Ten Days; where I heard, that within Four of my
Departure, my Lover retum'd; and in Three more was publickly
married to my RivaL I writ to thank him for ridding me of a
Knavish Husband, wish'd him Joy, took Caoch, and resolv'd
against too easily believing any Man again･ (し491, 42-し50], 43)
This woman'S story of her love affair involves a pattern of Behn's
heroines who could outwit their paternal figures and finally achieve
the marrlage With their lovers, as shown in The Rover or The Feign'd
Cnrtizans (1679). Contrary to these conventional happy endings in
such comedies, the female storyteller of this anecdote is brought to
a miserable fate in which the comic characters in the subplot, like
mistresses or 氏)ps, are usually settled. The woman whose amorous
story was quoted in the letter was at a risk of being sexually and
socially ruined, like Pix's Melora, by her passionate rashness in
making a promise of marrlage Without her魚ther's consent･ But the
relationship between such passion and female sexuality will not be
considered or described in detail. The woman letter writer, who
has just detailed the story of a woman betrayed by her unfaithful
lover, indi純rently changes the toplC, Without a slngle word about the
woman's unhapplneSS and her sad story:
The Post has just brought me a Letter from you: I find you curse
me with the Continuation of Egham-Uneasiness, till I retum to (the
WorLd in) London.. . General Tla/mash's Body was brought in
here this Evenlng: His Secretary I am acquainted with, and have
sent to desire the Favour of his Company to Morrow to Dinner;
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and if any thing in his Relation be Entenainlng, you Shall not fail
ofitHom
Your Sincere FaithfLI Servant. ([50] , 43-[5 1) , 44)
The subject is changed into the news about the body of General
Thomas Talmash, an English general who died in Plymouth in June
1694 when Manley actually travelled, which must have been the
current toplC at the time. By mentionlng the real person and actual
event, the reality of what is written in letters is heightened, namely,
the woman's amorous adventure looks as real as General's death.
This is a similar way we could see in the novels by Pix and Hotter in
which notions mixed with reality can present female passions-Pix's
compassion and Trotter's dispassion-more realistic or convincing
to its readers. Manley'S Letters indeed illustrates the subjects of
women's love relationships from a female narrator's perspective in the
conventional course of story. However, the narrator does not show
any womanly compassion to the female storyteller who is sexualised
by her passion as in Pix's novel, nor dispassionately glVe any advices
to a woman who is captured by her passion as in Trotter's novel.
Manley, as well as other Female Wits, utilizes the popular features of
the epIStOlary novel that foreground female sexuality, but her novel
shows its detachment of female passion from female sexuality, desplte
presentlng the bond between them. In contrast to the novels of Pix
and Hotter, this Manley's text shows little awareness questioning the
problems of the relationship between female passion and sexuality.
Female irrational behaviour caused by her blind passion is represented,
but its descrlPt10n is not accompanied with criticism on female
irrationality or sympathy for woman's misery･
One of the reasons why her危ction depicts female passion, though
it is no longer presented as problematic, might not be unrelated to the
popularlty Of discourses concernlng female passion. Such discourses
can be seen in various forms of texts which confuse facts and fictions
to describe women's passion and sexuality, as in the much-loved
periodical: the Athenian Mercury, which asserts that these subjects
are sent by the readers as their real worries or concerns, discusses
female passion and sexuality ln relation to social conventions.22 As are
shown in this journal, many of scandalous sexual deeds and thoughts-
whether real or缶ctional-are血equently exposed to the public eyes, but
its popularlty Suggests that readers seek what is written in the stories
of not true｣ife, not perfectly fabricated, but mixed with both.
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Manley's epistolary novel indeed presents (its attention to) female
passion and sexuality, but does not glVe any Clear moral caution･23 Tb
attract readers'interest and amuse their curiosities, the writer's moral
judgement is unnecessary, to be precise, hindrance･ The narrator's
attitude of nonchalance towards (female) sexuality or judgement on it
is什equently found in the stories of amorous passion: "She entertain'd
us all the Mornlng With a story Love-business about her Second
Husband; Stu鯖so impertinent, I remember nothing of it" (1341, 27).
when the narrator reports frivolous rom云nce to which she shows
little interest, though this novel on the whole is con五gurated by these
stories, her safe distance from not only Its Storyteller but also story
itself is indicated. This female narrator's distance to the storytellers
is similar to that of the Restoration comedies'heroes or heroines (or
playwrights) that make fun of ill-bred fools with sarcastic eyes･ The
narrator does laugh but does not make an accusation without (com)
passion or dispassion･ Too passionate-either compassionate or
dispassionate-representations should be considered to beねke like
dramatic representations fabricated to inflame readers'/ audience's
internalised passion.
While Pix's Melora is dennitely identi丘ed as a dramatic heroine in
tragedy, and Trotter's Olinda is too virtuous heroine to be real for her
strictness, Manley's female narrator leaves their emotional reactions to
readers'own judgement, and there仕)re, can be thought to share their
antlPathy or empathy for the passions'reality and absurdity･ Manley'S
Letters undoubtedly describes the female passion, but does not pose a
question about its relationship with reason or sexuality･ Utilizlng the
form of eplStOlary novels in its confusing of ictionality with reality, we
can丘nd in this novel the narrator's neutral voice that does not judge
female passion and sexuality as well. So, this voice can differentiate
female body and mind expressing their disconnection to female
sexuality, though they are inevitably related to sexual matters･
IV
Thanks to Aphra Behn's success in the male-dominated commercial
worlds of theatre and publication, changes of the situation around
women writers were caused: Women writers could gain more
opportunities to create and publish their works in the last decade of
seventeenth century London, when the Female Wits were encouraged
to publish their novels by the then literary vogue and the publishers･
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Female sexuality, which was Behn's most important theme言S
likewise important for the Female Wits, but their representations are
different from Behn's and from each others'as well. As their first
attempts to depict female sexuality and publish their creations, the
characteristics of the eplStOlary novel can be useful in its confusion
of reality and nction･ Five Love-Letters describes how缶ction causes
female passion-passionate suffering between love and reason-and,
as a result, makes women's body and mind sexualised, when nctions
came to be adversely regarded to have a ha,rmful inHuence on women
readers'sexuality. The popularlty Of it can be attributed to its
representations of sexualised women narrators and fictional power
facilitating female passion.
At the time when Five Love-Letters eHOyed its popularlty, the
Female Wits utilize the form and features of the epIStOlary novel in
their first works, in which different relations among female passion,
sexuality and fictions are depicted. Mary Pix's The Inhumane
Cardinal presents that fictions create female passions, which are
closely related to female sexuality, and that female sexualised passions
have an ･influential impact on the others to incite compassions･
Catharine Trotter's The Adventure of a Young Lady also presents the
possibility that the passion could be connected to (female) sexuality
by fictions, but the female passion is disconnected from female
sexuality, as it is Hnally made dispassionate and, as a result, the female
narrator is desexualised. Delarivier Manley'S Letters does not include
compassionate or dispassionate representations of female passion, but
exhibits its neutral viewpomt that makes a passionate female body and
mind disconnected to female sexuality.
In the last decade of the seventeenth century, people began to
gain some information-whether factual or fictional-from (pre-)
Journalistic or popular publications, as Cecile M. Jagodzinski suggests
that ''authors, publishers, and readers were well aware of the power
of the prlnted word to reveal the truth, to discover new facts and
whole new lands" (131). This sort of "truth" or "facts" should not be
accepted literally, Considering how the discourse or concepts were
circulated, to be precise, nctionally produced, as the persuasive power
of words is strengthened by a mixture of fact and notion. Under these
circumstances. the Female Wits present female passion and sexuality
making use of the魚ctional form and contents of the eplStOlary novel
in qulte different manners. When women writers could have the very
good chances to make creative activities, they Ingeniously capltalized
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on the vogue fbi literary genre and popular subjects among readers and
themselves.
Notes
I 0n a whorish image, Catherine Gallagher sue:gests Behn's intentional usage
of "author-whore persona''(14), which Derek Hushes rebuts in "The Masked
Woman Revealed''by polntlng Out misreading or factual errors of her argument.
2　Prior to Oroonok｡, Southerne dramatised Behn's other notion The mstory
of the Nun into The Fatal Marriage, or the lmt)cent Adultery (1694), which was
so successful that it was revived several times.
-　As for the appearance of these female newcomers, the theatrical plight
caused by the separation of the United Company Into two rival troupes in 1695
has been often pointed out (Susan Staves 108). It must be true that the 1695/96
season could offer a chance fb∫ new and / or women playwrights to be hired.
4 It is a sort of conventional way "to appeal to male chivalry and female
sympathy" by emphasizing female inferiority in writing in order to avoid
becomlng an enemy tO male playwrights, but Behn's appeal could be made to
highlight the生novelty of woman playwright" (Paula R. Backscheider 247).
5　Pix presented her poem to the prlnted text of Manley's second play, The
Royal Mischief(acted at Lincoln's Inn Fields in May 1696), which was put on the
stage soon after The Lost Lover and well received. Not only Pix but Trotter did
present her verse to the same text, and to Trotter's Agnes de Castro (published in
1696) ManIey returned her poem (Agnes de Castro, 2). In The Nine Muses (1700).
a collaborative work as an elegy for Dryden by women writers, all these three
contributed their poems.
6　As for comedies, ''her lPix'S] comedies, much less dark and much more
genial than Behn'S, became the model for the extremely successfu一 comedies of
her friend and protegee, Centlivre" (Susan Staves 1 17). Susanna Centlivre may be
regarded as a successor to Behn who wrote almost exclusively comedies, as Nancy
Copeland compares their comedies and stresses their similarities in her Staging
Gender in Behn and Centlivre.
7　As a reaction to such female playwrights'outbreak or forwardness, an
anonymous play, The Female Wits (acted in September 1696), was presented soon
after their debuts･ This play, ridiculing these three authoresses, won popularlty tO
some extent, as it was staged for six days. In this drama, Manley lS most Severely
attacked by being depicted as a proud and malicious woman playwright who
tempts and utilizes men. Trotter is made fun of fbi being a pseudo-critic, and
Pix's real bodily Image is maliciously shown as a fat authoress so much in love
with alcohol,
8 1t can be said that they attempted to write nctional 一etters along the lines of
Behn, since Behn in her later career published eplStOlary novels in three volumes
as Love-Letters between the Noble Man and His Sister (1684; 1685; 1687). This
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work did have an influence on them, as Manley would adapt it for her greatest
hit, The New Atalantis (1709). But the Female Wits'nrst novels were different
from this genre of roman a clef or the satire denouncing the political and sexual
behaviours of real persons of quality.
9 Jacqueline Pearson devotes a chapter of ``The Female Wits''to discuss
similarities or differences among these playwrights'works, focuslng On their
representations of female ngures (169-201)〟 Susan Staves indicates "the unique
phenomenon of the 1695/96 season''(108) and considers ``small groups of
mutually supportive women writers" by examinlng their plays: Trotters's Fatal
Friendship, Manley's Royal Mischief and Pix's BJeau Defeated･ However, their
first epIStOIary novels came to be paid attention recently, for instance, by Sonia
Villegas-L6pez in reconsidering the relationship between the genre and female
writers in the Restoration period,
10 Its publisher Samuel Briscoe brought out many works by women like Behn's
complete works (1698) or Trotter'S nrst draTa･ Agnes de Castro (1696)I He also
(re)printed such dramatic texts of RestoratlOn COmedies as Thomas Southerne's
Wives Excuse (1692), William Wycherley's The Country Wlfe (1695) and John
Vanbrugh's me Relapse (1697; 1698)･
‖ A similar situation can be true of the popular perlOdical such as the
Athenian Mercury, which brought out the dlSCuSS10nS On female curiosities
even concernlng illegal sexual desire or behaviours in the form of questions and
answers, though it remains susplCious whether such questions were really sent
from female readers or the male editors fabricated them for attractlng the readers'
interest. However, discourses on female sexuality, Sometimes against SOCial
conventions, were published and circulated, no matter how real or nctional they
Were.
12 Its great popularlty COuld be found in the fact that different versions of Flue
Love-Letters were incessantly produced, Its publisher Henry Brome not only
issued a reprint in 1680 but also brought out Seven Portuguese Letters from a Nun
to a Cavalier in 1681. Five Love-Letters was reprlnted by other publlShers: R･
Bentley (1686; 1693), R. Wellington (1701; 1714), and MW･ (1716)i Furthermore,
Five Love Letters Written by a Cavalier in answer to the Five Love-Letters
Written to Him by a Nun was prlnted by R. Bentley ln 1683 and by R. Wellington
in 1694 and 1700,
i3 The notion of solitude or peace, which is usually ln COntraSt tO that of
worldly bustle, is one of the key ideas in the letters･ We can see these ideas in
Manley's and Trotter's letters as follows:寝The Resolutions I have taken of qulttlng
London (which is as much as to say, the World) for ever" (Manley, Letters, L8),1,
gig. B); ''I sometime prefer Solitude even to the best, and that I had now retir'd to
avoid the World" (Trotter, The Adventure ofa I:oung Lady, 47).
p Closet is one of the tools in comedies for wife's adultery or daughter's secret
marriage･ as in The Country mfe (1675) or Thom.as Durfey's A Fond Husband
(1677)I For exampJe･ a father or a husband s?metlmeS COnnneS his daughter or
w龍into her prlVate room Or Closet for protectlng her chastity･ Such connnement
seems to remove his worry on the one hand, but it could give a woman the space
of her own on the other hand, which often enables her to emOy her love af飴irs
without being lwaded by her father or husband･
15 Though no author's name is appended on the title page of the novel, it was
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attributed to Pix, Since it was printed by the same John Harding who published
her血st play, Ibrahim, and, more importantly, Mary Pix wrote its dedication.
i6 A number of warnlngS Were made at the time in conduct books, as in me
Ladies Dictionary, that such rashness usually cannot lead to a happy marriage aS
can the heroines'on the comic stage (470).
i7 The idea that魚ctions like romances or love stories should have socially or
sexually undesirable effects on women readers was often accepted in the latter
half of the seventeenth century, as we can斤nd such a power of魚ctions in Jeremy
Collier's attack on the obscene pe南)rmances on the stage (3-5) or the reports that
women's imaginations were actually embodied on their own bodies or their babies
by Sir Kenelm Digby (White 101-8).
18 0n Pix'S鉦st play, Ibrahim, Gerarld Langbaine indicates the playwright's
lack of skills in高the Harmony of Numbers, and the Sublimity of Expression,
But, he cancels out these defects by her excellent representations of the heroine's
passionate sufferings, as is suggested by ''the Distress of Morena never fail'd to
bring Tears into the Eyes or the Audience''(111). Compassion and sympathy of
the audience-possible harmful effects on women-Could be a popular device on
dramatic productions at the time.
19 DisgulSe in clothes, especial一y women's cross dressing, Was popular on the
Restoration stage where a heroine of comedies often follows a man of her choice
in a disgulSe and consummates her marriage. Some 一adies in man's clothes even
fight as a 'nlan in Behn'S comedies･ as in The Feign'd Curtizans･ Trotter and
Manley also utilize some versions of disguise by female characters in their novels.
20 As for her representation of reversal of gendered roles. The Revolution ｡f
Sweden (performed in 1706), presents a virtuous and ideal female ngure that loses
her life for the public safety of the country, while her husband has caused the
social disorder due to his unreasonable ambition. Or, a dispassionate woman is
found at the ending of her only comedy, Love at a Loss (acted in 1700), in which
she decides her husband by her friends'vote.
21 According to DNB, ``五〇m 1694 10 1696 Manley travelled around the south-
west of England; a series of eight letters composed during these travels to one
`J.H∴'' In the openlng Of Manley's Letters, ∫. H., an addressee of her letters and
a friend of her father, advances his oplnion to this up and comlng Writer that
he cannot agree with her "Design of Writing Plays," much less ''thal of Making
them Publi｡k" ([4]), but it is slightly doubtful that this is meant honestly. Such a
publisher's marketing publicity 氏)I this newly entered authoress is expressed in
his approval of producing dramas that he has "thought this one Way, by glVlng the
Town a true I:aste of your Thoughts andSense; lsay, a true Taste" ([5]). We have
seen the same comment in the introductory text to Trotter's novella.
22 The Athenian Mercury began to be published twice a week in 169l and its
questions-and-answers form would make it widely popular at many coffee houses
tor seven years, qulte a long mn in the period. Urmi Bhowmik mentions then
sensations created by the journal's mixed employment ofねcts and norms: public
attention to the Athenian Mercury was indeed attracted, as in 1693 Some plays
criticizlng this joumal appeared like New Athenian Comedy. Many magazines
were consecutively published with ``Mercury''carried in its titles, like London
MeT'Cul-y, later Lacedemonian Mercul･y. The Athenian Mercury Itself was
compiled into the best edition and published by Andrew Bell as me Athenian
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Oracle (1703-28).
23 The Athenian Mercury devotes much space (many pages) to the prob一ems of
or worries on the boundary of moralistlC / immoralistic behaviour between lovers･
Above all, for women, the most highly crucial thing is how to behave carefully
before marrlage･ For example, a question is ''sent by a woman"-or fabricated by
male editors-about how far she can comply with ''Attempts against her Lwomen'sl
Honour." Tb this, such an answer that "[tlhe securest way is to avoid your Seducer,
nor can you prudently admit of any Intimacy with him after" is in fact useless for
her, since the expected answer is to what extent she can satisfy her lover's sexual
demand (12, 16 lDecember 16. 16931). This answJer Seems tO be a warning but it
avolds a clear answer to her question by replying ln Oblique style･ As a result, the
same questions are repeatedly sent to the joumal or similar questions are further
asked on numerous occasions, which eventualiy makes a large part of the journa一
filled with these topICS COnCernlng Sexual matters･
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